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Abstract

Scientists, politicians, and the general public have all considered environmental issues. Many countries have seen rapid industrialization in recent times, placing intense strain on their natural environments. Literature metrology was employed in this article to demonstrate the cutting-edge scientific inquiry on the topic of the environmental impact of industrial activity on air quality EIIAAQ. City space is the software used to analyze and quantify the scholarly papers in Scopus, the database used as a source of scientific metrics and data. Results reveal that the most influential countries in the field of research were the United States, China, and India. Results revealed also that health issues were at the center of the research. “COVID19” and “particulate matter” were the most recent keywords with the highest burst and are considered hot spots.
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INTRODUCTION

We believe that society urgently requires scientific knowledge on the subject of the environmental impact of industrial activity on air quality (EIIAAQ). Consideration has been given to environmental concerns and challenges by scientists, politicians, and the general public. Many nations around the globe have experienced industrialization growth in recent years, putting immense pressure on their respective countries' natural environments. The rise of the Industrial activities brought with it a slew of significant accomplishments that contributed to the high progress of countries’ economies and income. The infrastructure plans of industrial facilities and urban areas, on the other hand, had tremendous environmental repercussions on air quality. Recent research shows that industrialization is linked to lower well-being (Downey & Van Willigen, 2005).

The purpose of this paper, which is to our knowledge, the first and only one on the subject, is to conduct a bibliometric analysis of the currently available literature. City space is the software used to analyze and quantify the scholarly papers in Scopus, the database used as a source of scientific metrics and data. Results reveal that the most influential countries in the field of research were the United States, China, and India. Results revealed also that health issues were at the center of the research. “COVID19” and “particulate matter” were the most recent keywords with the highest burst and are considered hot spots.

The present paper started with several metrological aspects related to EIIAAQ topic, and then a network analysis that revealed the keywords burstness to inform the scientific community about the most recent hotspots of the topic.

METHODOLOGY

The database used to extract records related to “the environmental impact of the industrial activity on air quality” topic, which we will call EIIAAQ, is the Scopus database. Several 600 documents is retrieved from 172 till now and the search keys are as follows: TITLE-ABS-KEY (air AND quality, AND environmental AND impact, AND industrial AND activity ). A bibliometric analysis is conducted with CiteSpace tool(Chaomei Chen, 2016)partial tumor resection; nine patients, tumor recurrence; and two patients, persistent hormonal elevation after surgery. The median dose delivered was 50 Gy (45–59.4 Gy, which can be downloaded for free from (http://cluster.cis.drexel.edu/~cchen/citespace/). The clustering technique is used to depict the main focus of the topic. While Burst analysis is the main method used in this article to assess the evolution of the EIIAAQ's topic-related keywords. Readers rely on academic papers' keywords to quickly locate relevant content. LLR, LSI, and MI are the main algorithms used in clustering techniques in Citespace and are detailed in (Chaomei Chen & Song, 2019)empowered by computational and visual analytic approaches, offer
opportunities to improve the timeliness, accessibility, and reproducibility of studies of the literature of a field of research. On the other hand, effectively and adequately identifying the most representative body of scholarly publications as the basis of subsequent analyses remains a common bottleneck in the current practice. What can we do to reduce the risk of missing something potentially significant? How can we compare different search strategies in terms of the relevance and specificity of topical areas covered? In this study, we introduce a flexible and generic methodology based on a significant extension of the general conceptual framework of citation indexing for delineating the literature of a research field. The method, through cascading citation expansion, provides a practical connection between studies of science from local and global perspectives. We demonstrate an application of the methodology to the research of literature-based discovery (LBD).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Time Distribution of the Eiiaaq Topic, and Related Sources

The number of papers, as depicted in Figure 1, has fluctuated since 1972, reaching a peak of 77 papers in 2021, with the records for the year 2022 also taken into consideration. It should be noted that a significant increase has been observed since 2003. Before this date, there had not been a significant number of publications on the subject of studies.

Figure 2, shows the most related journals from the retrieved documents are: Science Of The Total Environment, Environmental Monitoring And Assessment, Atmospheric Environment, Environmental Science And Pollution Research, International Journal Of Environmental Research And Public Health. Most of the journals are related to health and the environment and the top related journals are Q1 (best quartile). While figure 3 shows the most related areas to the EIIAAQ topic, which are: “Environmental Science, Earth and Planetary Sciences”, “Engineering”, “Medicine”, “Social Sciences”, “Agricultural and Biological Sciences”, “Energy and Chemistry”. While the most influential institutions are: “Chinese Academy of Sciences”, “ConsiglioNazionale delle Ricerche”, “Universidade de Aveiro”, “Universitatea Tehnica Gh”, “Asachi din Iasl”, “Nanjing University of Information Science & Technology”, “Universitatdegli Studi di Napoli Federico”, as demonstrated in Figure 4. Those institutions represent also countries from which they are registered, and Table 1 shows clearly that the most influential countries and regions that had the biggest influence on the research in the EIIAAQ field research were: “United States”, “China”, “India”, “Italy” and “Spain”.

![Figure 1. Evolution of the topic from 1972 to the present](image)

![Figure 2. Most Related journals](image)
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As illustrated in Figure 5, the Network is dispersed, which means that the clusters are associated with distinct but related themes. The largest cluster details are illustrated in Table 2. While the main cited works are illustrated in Table 3.

The largest cluster (#0) has 78 members and a silhouette value of 0.971. It is labeled as “particulate matter” by LLR, “covid-19 lockdown” by LSI, and “health risk” by MI. The most relevant citer to the cluster is (Elsaid, Olabi, Sayed, Wilberforce, & Abdelkareem, 2021). It displayed and analyzed the possible impacts of COVID-19 for different economies and offered a unique summary of the impacts of COVID-19 on air, water, wastewater, and waste products, all of which are crucial parts of the ecosystem. While the highest burst belongs to (Sharma et al., 2020). In which, the authors examined the ambient air situation during the lockdown time frame empirically, they used the National Air Quality Index (NAQI) to demonstrate the global patterns of pollution levels before and during the lockdown in India due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The forced restrictions reduced emission levels in cities across the country within days, sparking dialogue about lock-down as an effective option means to manage pollution levels. And they showed that during the lockdown, the quality of air enhances, and pollutant concentrations regulation could indeed improve the quality of the air which proves that momentary origin regulation may recover the atmosphere. The most cited referenced works are, as previously mentioned, illustrated in Table 1. Three of them are published in the last two years and are related to the pandemic, which accentuates the important impact of COVID19 on the scientific production of the topic. But, surprisingly, all of them are centered on health issues, and not specifically on industrial considerations or environmental ones, despite their reliability to those subjects.

Evolution of the Topic

As illustrated in Figure 5, the Network is dispersed, which means that the clusters are associated with distinct but related themes. The largest cluster details are illustrated in Table 2. While the main cited works are illustrated in Table 3.

The largest cluster (#0) has 78 members and a silhouette value of 0.971. It is labeled as “particulate matter” by LLR, “covid-19 lockdown” by LSI, and “health risk” by MI. The most relevant citer to the cluster is (Elsaid, Olabi, Sayed, Wilberforce, & Abdelkareem, 2021). It displayed and analyzed the possible impacts of COVID-19 for different economies and offered a unique summary of the impacts of COVID-19 on air, water, wastewater, and waste products, all of which are crucial parts of the ecosystem. While the highest burst belongs to (Sharma et al., 2020). In which, the authors examined the ambient air situation during the lockdown time frame empirically, they used the National Air Quality Index (NAQI) to demonstrate the global patterns of pollution levels before and during the lockdown in India due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The forced restrictions reduced emission levels in cities across the country within days, sparking dialogue about lock-down as an effective option means to manage pollution levels. And they showed that during the lockdown, the quality of air enhances, and pollutant concentrations regulation could indeed improve the quality of the air which proves that momentary origin regulation may recover the atmosphere. The most cited referenced works are, as previously mentioned, illustrated in Table 1. Three of them are published in the last two years and are related to the pandemic, which accentuates the important impact of COVID19 on the scientific production of the topic. But, surprisingly, all of them are centered on health issues, and not specifically on industrial considerations or environmental ones, despite their reliability to those subjects.
The three figures (Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8) depict the evolution of the subject through the evolution of keywords associated with it, and the three periods of comparison are as follows: 1972-2002, 2003-2015, and 2016- till the present. By making a simple comparison between them, the three figures demonstrate the evolution of the subject through the evolution of keywords associated with it. During the first period, the majority of the interest was directed toward general keywords; The main keywords with the highest burst and the most time-spanning were: “Environmental engineering”, “prevention”, “water pollution” and “geographic distribution”. However, the search for more specific topics begins in the second period, with the following keywords serving as main keywords: ‘Eurasia’, “United States”, “Industrial activity”. It is important to mention that some keywords are related, besides geographical aspects, to environmental impacts such as: “environmental assessment”, “pollutant gaz”. And others more related to technical aspects such as: “Carbon dioxide”, “exhaust gas”, “ultraviolet radiation”.

The most recent period examined, as shown in Figure 8, demonstrates a clear interest in COVID19 among researchers. Although “Analysis”, and “COVID19” Are the keywords with the highest amount of burst, “COVID19”, “SARS COV2”, “particular matter 2.5”, “communicable disease control”, “particulate matter 10” and “lockdown” are the most recent.
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Figure 6. Strongest citation burst of the period 1972-2002

Figure 7. Strongest citation burst of the period 2003-2015
CONCLUSION

This article makes use of literature surveying to illustrate the cutting-edge of scientific investigation on the subject of industrial activity’s environmental impact on air quality (EIIAAQ). Citespace is the software that is used to assess and accurately measure academic papers contained in Scopus, the database that serves as a storage system for science-based data and information. The findings indicate that the United States, China, and India were the most impactful countries during the field research. Additionally, the results indicated that “COVID19” and “Specific matter” were the most latest keywords with the largest burst and are thus assumed hot spots.

While the aforementioned results clarify the state of knowledge and progress in the area of the EIIAAQ topic, there are still some constraints. For software development, and to enhance the integrity of the literature, data gathering and computation are limited to a single directory; multiple databases cannot be assessed concurrently. There are some drawbacks, but the summary of the field can be further managed to improve.
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